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An application of high power 
cyclotrons in physics: 
IsoDAR



What is a neutrino?
The main things to know: 

-One of our fundamental particles. 
-Neutral in charge. 
-Very rarely interacts with matter. 
-65 billion pass through your thumbnail every second. 

-Doesn’t directly affect our daily lives very much. 
-But, contributed enormously to the evolution of the Universe.
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Neutrino mixing
• We know that neutrinos mix. 

• A neutrino created as one flavor can change into 
another flavor. 

Born as a
muon neutrino!

Can be detected as an 
electron neutrino.

This ability to change means that the neutrino has a mass. 
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Neutrinos have mass. So what?
• The job of the particle physicist is NOT to tabulate the properties of the 

fundamental particles for eventual entry into a big, dusty catalog. 

• The job of the particle physicist is to measure the properties of the 
particles and relate them to astrophysics and cosmology. 

• Elucidating the nature of neutrino mass, including its value, how the 
neutrino got its mass, and how the neutrino mixes, can tell us about the 
evolution of the universe.
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A number of anomalies seem to indicate that there 
may be a new characteristic oscillation frequency 

mode (indicative of a new neutrino state).


 


Experiment name Type Oscillation 
channel Significance

LSND Low energy 
accelerator

muon to electron 
(antineutrino) 3.8σ

MiniBooNE High(er) energy 
accelerator

muon to electron 
(antineutrino) 2.8σ

MiniBooNE High(er) energy 
accelerator

muon to electron 
(neutrino) 4.8σ

Reactors Beta decay
electron 

disappearance 
(antineutrino)

(varies)

GALLEX/SAGE Source 
(electron capture)

electron 
disappearance 

(neutrino)
2.8σ
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Important note: A number of other experiments have probed this parameter space—and see nothing unusual. 
MINOS(+), NOvA, MiniBooNE, and CDHS see no muon-flavor disappearance at high-Δm2.
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These anomalies may be the best indication of  
new physics we currently have.
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Important note: A number of other experiments have probed this parameter space—and see nothing unusual. 
MINOS(+), NOvA, MiniBooNE, and CDHS see no muon-flavor disappearance at high-Δm2.



The world is pursuing these anomalies in earnest

JSNS2
J-PARC Sterile Neutrino Search
at J-PARC Spallation Neutron Source
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Among these, the IsoDAR concept is at once completely 
unique and extremely sensitive to new physics



The IsoDAR concept
Detector

⌫ep ! e+n

⌫x

⌫e

Produce lots of neutrinos with an extremely well understood energy spectrum
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The IsoDAR concept
Detector
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Protons 
9Be Target

7Li Sleeve

Produce lots of neutrinos with an extremely well understood energy spectrum
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Detector

⌫ep ! e+n

⌫x

⌫e

⌫e ! ⌫x ?

p+ 9Be ! 8Li + 2p

p+ 9Be ! 9B+ n

n+ 7Li ! 8Li + �

8Li ! 8Be + e� + ⌫e

Protons 
9Be Target

7Li Sleeve

The IsoDAR concept
Produce lots of neutrinos with an extremely well understood energy spectrum
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Protons 
9Be Target

7Li Sleeve7Li Sleeve
⌫e

⌫e
⌫e

⌫e
⌫e⌫e

⌫e ! ⌫x ?

⌫ep ! e+n

⌫x

⌫e

8Li ! 8Be + e� + ⌫e

v

Fl
ux

Antineutrino energy (MeV)

p+ 9Be ! 8Li + 2p

p+ 9Be ! 9B+ n

n+ 7Li ! 8Li + �

8Li ! 8Be + e� + ⌫e

The IsoDAR concept

t1/2=0.84 s

The IsoDAR flux is dominated by a single high-Q isotope (8Li)

Produce lots of neutrinos with an extremely well understood energy spectrum
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Big detector with free protons 

(e.g. H20, CH2)


⌫ep ! e+n

⌫x

⌫e

⌫e ! ⌫x ?

p+ 9Be ! 8Li + 2p

p+ 9Be ! 9B+ n

n+ 7Li ! 8Li + �

8Li ! 8Be + e� + ⌫e

Protons 
9Be Target

7Li Sleeve7Li Sleeve
⌫e

⌫e
⌫e

⌫e
⌫e⌫e

t1/2=0.84 s
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Original IsoDAR idea
Searching for the disappearance wave
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⌫e ! ⌫x ?
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IsoDAR’s high statistics and good L/E resolution has potential
to distinguish (3+1) and (3+2) oscillation models

Oscillation L/E Waves in IsoDAR@KamLAND

5 yrs 5 yrs

Observed/Predicted event ratio vs L/E including energy and position smearing

νe →νe

νe →νe

Searching for the disappearance wave

820,000 IBD events in 5 years at KamLAND  
(897 tons, 16 m to center of detector) 

[Flux uncertainty is negligible. IBD xsec uncertainty is <1%]

Big detector with free protons 

(e.g. H20, CH2)


⌫ep ! e+n

⌫x

⌫e

⌫e ! ⌫x ?

Original IsoDAR idea

Includes energy and position smearing
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IsoDAR Collaboration, PRL 109 141802 (2012)  
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TABLE I: Summary of published νe− and ν̄e − e scattering cross-section and sin2θW measurements. Unavailable entries are
denoted by “N/A”.

Experiment Eν (MeV) T (MeV) Events [14] Published Cross-Section sin2θW
Accelerator νe :
LAMPF [5] 7 < Eν < 50 7−50 236 [10.0± 1.5± 0.9] · Eν 0.249 ± 0.063

×10−45 cm2

LSND [6] 20 < Eν < 50 20−50 191 [10.1± 1.1± 1.0] · Eν 0.248 ± 0.051
×10−45 cm2

Reactor ν̄e :
Savannah River

1.5 < Eν < 8.0 1.5−3.0 381 [0.87 ± 0.25] · σV −A } 0.29±0.05
Original [7] {

3.0 < Eν < 8.0 3.0−4.5 77 [1.70 ± 0.44] · σV −A

1.5 < Eν < 8.0 1.5−3.0 N/A [1.35 ± 0.4] · σSM } N/A
Re-analysis [13] {

3.0 < Eν < 8.0 3.0−4.5 N/A [2.0 ± 0.5] · σSM

Krasnoyarsk [8] 3.2 < Eν < 8.0 3.2−5.2 N/A [4.5± 2.4] 0.22+0.7
−0.8

×10−46 cm2/fission
Rovno [9] 0.6 < Eν < 8.0 0.6−2.0 41 [1.26 ± 0.62] N/A

×10−44 cm2/fission
MUNU [10] 0.7 < Eν < 8.0 0.7−2.0 68 [1.07 ± 0.34] events/day N/A
TEXONO (This Work) 3.0 < Eν < 8.0 3.0−8.0 414±80±61 [1.08 ± 0.21 ± 0.16] · σSM 0.251 ± 0.031 ± 0.024

ν̄e

ν̄e

e− e−

Z0

ν̄e

e− e−

ν̄e

W−

NC +

CC

FIG. 1: Interactions of ν̄e with electron via the SM-allowed
charged current (CC) and neutral current (NC) channels.
There is in addition interference effect between them.

where the SM νe−e scattering cross-section was used to
extract neutrino oscillation parameters. This process is
among the few of the SM interactions which proceed via
charged current (CC), neutral current (NC) as well as
their interference (Int) [12], as illustrated schematically
in Figure 1. The interference effect in νe−e scattering is
the origin of matter oscillation of solar neutrinos in the
interior of the Sun [1].

The experimental results on νe− and ν̄e − e scattering
are summarized in Table I. Neutrino-electron scattering
was first observed with reactor reactors in the Savannah
River experiment [7]. Re-analysis of the data by a later
work [13] with improved input on the reactor neutrino
spectra and electroweak parameters gave cross-sections
which were about 2σ higher than the SM values. The
discrepancies were interpreted as hints of anomalous neu-
trino interactions. Other subsequent experiments [8–10]
focused on the searches of neutrino magnetic moments
at low recoil energy such that their sensitivities to SM
physics were limited.

A. Electroweak Parameters

The SM differential cross-section in the laboratory
frame for νµ(ν̄µ)−e elastic scattering, where only NC is
involved, is given by [2, 3];

[

dσ

dT
([−]νµe)

]

SM

=
G2

Fme

2π
· [ (gV ± gA)

2

+ (gV ∓ gA)
2
(

1−
T

Eν

)2

− (g2V − g2A)
meT

E2
ν

] , (2)

where GF is the Fermi coupling constant, T is the ki-
netic energy of the recoil electron, Eν is the incident
neutrino energy and gV , gA are, respectively, the vector
and axial-vector coupling constants. The upper(lower)
sign refers to the interactions with νµ(ν̄µ). For νe(ν̄e)−e
scattering, all CC, NC and Int are involved [12], and the
cross-section can be obtained by making the replacement
gV,A → (gV,A + 1). In the case of ν̄e−e which is relevant
for reactor neutrinos,

[

dσ

dT
(ν̄ee)

]

SM

=
G2

Fme

2π
· [ (gV − gA)

2

+ (gV + gA + 2)2
(

1−
T

Eν

)2

− (gV − gA)(gV + gA + 2)
meT

E2
ν

]. (3)

The SM assignments to the coupling constants are:

gV = −
1

2
+ 2 sin2 θW and gA = −

1

2
, (4)

Big detector with free protons 

(e.g. H20, CH2)
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�⌫ee(Ee)?
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Original IsoDAR idea
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J.M. Conrad, M.H. Shaevitz, I. Shimizu, J. Spitz,  
M. Toups, L. Winslow, PRD 89 072010 (2014) 
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Muon Veto

All muons �Tµ > 200 ms
Well-tracked muons �Tµ > 5 s for �Rµ < 3 m
Poorly-tracked muons �Tµ > 5 s

ES Selection Cuts

Evis > 3 MeV
R < 5.0 m
IBD Veto

Events with Ed
vis > 1.8 MeV �Td > 2 ms for Rd < 6.0 m

TABLE II: Summary of cuts used to reduce the ES back-
grounds. The symbols are defined in the text. The phrase
“poorly-tracked muons” above also refers to muons which pro-
duce unusually high light levels. Further details can be found
in the text.

�Tµ > 200 ms veto is applied throughout the remainder
of the detector. The muon veto results in a dead time of
37.6± 0.1%. To separate the ES signal from low energy
backgrounds, we use a low visible energy cut of Evis > 3
MeV. To remove backgrounds from external sources of ra-
dioactivity, a radial cut of R < 5.0 m is applied to the re-
constructed event vertex. Finally, to reduce the positron
background from IBD interactions, candidate ES events
are rejected if there is a subsequent delayed event satisfy-
ing Ed

vis > 1.8 MeV, Rd < 6.0 m, and �Td < 2 ms, where
Ed

vis is the visible energy of the delayed event, Rd < 6.0 m
is the reconstructed radial position of the delayed event
vertex, and �Td is the elapsed time to the delayed event.
The rate of triggers with E > 1.8 MeV and R < 6.0 m in
KamLAND is 0.65 Hz, implying an IBD veto dead time
of 0.1%, which we neglect in this analysis. Table II sum-
marizes all the cuts applied to reduce ES backgrounds.
Figure 1 shows the ES and background events as a func-
tion of Evis for a five year run with the parameters given
in Table I. Table III shows the total number of events
expected with 3 MeV < Evis < 12 MeV.

In the following subsections we provide more infor-
mation on the calculation of the expected background
rate and Evis dependence (i.e. “shape”). The back-
grounds can be grouped into beam-related backgrounds,
which are dominated by IBD events, and non-beam back-
grounds, arising from solar neutrino interactions, muon
spallation, and environmental sources. We envision a
data-driven background estimation strategy, in which
the non-beam backgrounds are measured in KamLAND
data collected prior to the realization of the IsoDAR
source and beam-related IBD backgrounds are estimated
in KamLAND data after the IsoDAR source turns on.
Table IV provides a summary of the non-beam back-
grounds from 3–12 MeV before energy smearing is taken
into account.
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FIG. 1: The number of signal and background events as
a function of visible energy. The thick solid line shows the
ES signal events, the dashed line shows the non-beam back-
ground, and the thin solid line with x’s shows the misidentified
IBD beam background. The distributions include an energy
smearing of �Evis = 0.065 ·

p
Evis(MeV).

Events
Elastic scattering (ES) 2583.5
IBD Mis-ID Bkgnd 705.3
Non-beam Bkgnd 2870.0

Total 6158.8

TABLE III: Total signal and background events in Kam-
LAND with Evis between 3–12 MeV including an energy
smearing of �Evis = 0.065 ·

p
Evis(MeV) given the IsoDAR

assumptions in Table I and the cuts listed in Table II.

A. Misidentified IBD events from beam
interactions

The primary beam-on background is due to misidenti-
fied IBD events. Notably, the beam-on background from
both fast and thermal neutrons is negligible. The Iso-
DAR source is designed with shielding to slow fast neu-

Events
8B Solar Neutrino 890.1

208Tl 594.3
External � Stainless 227.4
External � Rock 533.7
Spallation 8B 42.5
Spallation 8Li 94.9
Spallation 11Be 490.0

Total 2872.9

TABLE IV: Total non-beam background events in Kam-
LAND in the visible energy range 3–12 MeV given the Iso-
DAR assumptions in Table I and the cuts listed in Table II.

IsoDAR@KamLAND elastic event rate

2,600 elastic signal events in 5 years at KamLAND  
(897 tons, 16 m to center of detector)
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Original IsoDAR idea
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⌫ee ! ⌫ee

A precision measurement of the weak 
mixing angle is sensitive to new 

physics contributions
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TABLE I: Summary of published νe− and ν̄e − e scattering cross-section and sin2θW measurements. Unavailable entries are
denoted by “N/A”.

Experiment Eν (MeV) T (MeV) Events [14] Published Cross-Section sin2θW
Accelerator νe :
LAMPF [5] 7 < Eν < 50 7−50 236 [10.0± 1.5± 0.9] · Eν 0.249 ± 0.063

×10−45 cm2

LSND [6] 20 < Eν < 50 20−50 191 [10.1± 1.1± 1.0] · Eν 0.248 ± 0.051
×10−45 cm2

Reactor ν̄e :
Savannah River

1.5 < Eν < 8.0 1.5−3.0 381 [0.87 ± 0.25] · σV −A } 0.29±0.05
Original [7] {

3.0 < Eν < 8.0 3.0−4.5 77 [1.70 ± 0.44] · σV −A

1.5 < Eν < 8.0 1.5−3.0 N/A [1.35 ± 0.4] · σSM } N/A
Re-analysis [13] {

3.0 < Eν < 8.0 3.0−4.5 N/A [2.0 ± 0.5] · σSM

Krasnoyarsk [8] 3.2 < Eν < 8.0 3.2−5.2 N/A [4.5± 2.4] 0.22+0.7
−0.8

×10−46 cm2/fission
Rovno [9] 0.6 < Eν < 8.0 0.6−2.0 41 [1.26 ± 0.62] N/A

×10−44 cm2/fission
MUNU [10] 0.7 < Eν < 8.0 0.7−2.0 68 [1.07 ± 0.34] events/day N/A
TEXONO (This Work) 3.0 < Eν < 8.0 3.0−8.0 414±80±61 [1.08 ± 0.21 ± 0.16] · σSM 0.251 ± 0.031 ± 0.024

ν̄e

ν̄e

e− e−

Z0

ν̄e

e− e−

ν̄e

W−

NC +

CC

FIG. 1: Interactions of ν̄e with electron via the SM-allowed
charged current (CC) and neutral current (NC) channels.
There is in addition interference effect between them.

where the SM νe−e scattering cross-section was used to
extract neutrino oscillation parameters. This process is
among the few of the SM interactions which proceed via
charged current (CC), neutral current (NC) as well as
their interference (Int) [12], as illustrated schematically
in Figure 1. The interference effect in νe−e scattering is
the origin of matter oscillation of solar neutrinos in the
interior of the Sun [1].

The experimental results on νe− and ν̄e − e scattering
are summarized in Table I. Neutrino-electron scattering
was first observed with reactor reactors in the Savannah
River experiment [7]. Re-analysis of the data by a later
work [13] with improved input on the reactor neutrino
spectra and electroweak parameters gave cross-sections
which were about 2σ higher than the SM values. The
discrepancies were interpreted as hints of anomalous neu-
trino interactions. Other subsequent experiments [8–10]
focused on the searches of neutrino magnetic moments
at low recoil energy such that their sensitivities to SM
physics were limited.

A. Electroweak Parameters

The SM differential cross-section in the laboratory
frame for νµ(ν̄µ)−e elastic scattering, where only NC is
involved, is given by [2, 3];

[

dσ

dT
([−]νµe)

]

SM

=
G2

Fme

2π
· [ (gV ± gA)

2

+ (gV ∓ gA)
2
(

1−
T

Eν

)2

− (g2V − g2A)
meT

E2
ν

] , (2)

where GF is the Fermi coupling constant, T is the ki-
netic energy of the recoil electron, Eν is the incident
neutrino energy and gV , gA are, respectively, the vector
and axial-vector coupling constants. The upper(lower)
sign refers to the interactions with νµ(ν̄µ). For νe(ν̄e)−e
scattering, all CC, NC and Int are involved [12], and the
cross-section can be obtained by making the replacement
gV,A → (gV,A + 1). In the case of ν̄e−e which is relevant
for reactor neutrinos,

[

dσ

dT
(ν̄ee)

]

SM

=
G2

Fme

2π
· [ (gV − gA)

2

+ (gV + gA + 2)2
(

1−
T

Eν

)2

− (gV − gA)(gV + gA + 2)
meT

E2
ν

]. (3)

The SM assignments to the coupling constants are:

gV = −
1

2
+ 2 sin2 θW and gA = −

1

2
, (4)

Purely leptonic process 



What can IsoDAR do in combination with an even bigger detector?
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2 New Yemilab Layout (from Jose) 

IsoDAR@Yemilab  (2.02e6 events / 5yrs) 
Detector: Radius = 7.5m Height = 17m Mass = 2569 tons 
Buffer = 1m  Veto = 1.5m  Green_Shield = 4m   
BeamPipe = 1.5m  IsoDAR_shield = 2m  
Distance IsoDAR_center to Detector_center = 17m 

IsoDAR@KamLAND  (0.82e6 events/5yrs) 
Detector: Radius = 6.5m Mass = 897 tons 
Distance IsoDAR center to Detector = 16m 

IsoDAR@Yemilab Center for Underground Physics  
(Korea; 1 km underground, 2.6 ktons)

IsoDAR target

Yemilab 

detector

19



IsoDAR@Yemilab
How well could IsoDAR@Yemilab perform?

=

“Detector at Yemilab” assumptions are basically consistent with “KamLAND—897 tons, but bigger 
(and with the possibility of directional reconstruction)”

20
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Accelerator 60 MeV/amu of H
+
2

Beam Current 10 mA of protons on target

Beam Power (CW) 600 kW

Duty cycle 80%

Protons/(year of live time w/ 100% duty) 1.97⇥10
24

Run period 5 years

Live time 5 years⇥0.80=4.0 years

Target
9
Be with 99.99% pure

7
Li sleeve

Neutrino creation point spread (1�) 41 cm

⌫ source
8
Li � decay (6.4 MeV mean energy flux)

⌫ flux during 4.0 years of live time 1.147⇥10
23 ⌫e

⌫ flux uncertainty 5% (shape-only is also considered)

Location Yemilab

Fiducial mass 2.57 ktons

Distance between source and target (min-max) 9.5-25.9 m

Fiducial radius 7.5 m

IBD Detection e�ciency 100%

Vertex resolution 12 cm/

p
E (MeV)

Energy resolution 3.0%/

p
E (MeV)

Angular resolution under study

Visible energy threshold (IBD and ⌫e-electron) 3 MeV

IBD event total (w/ 100% e�ciency) 2.02⇥10
6

⌫e-electron event total (after cuts, 34% e�ciency) 7060



IsoDAR@Yemilab IBD event rate

2.0 million IBD events in 5 years at Yemilab 
[Flux uncertainty is negligible. IBD xsec uncertainty is <1%] 

6 

Wave Plots 
Δm2 = 1 eV2 

Includes energy and position smearing
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Searching for the disappearance wave

7 

Wave Plots 
Δm2 = 10 eV2 



IsoDAR@Yemilab IBD event rate
22

Searching for the disappearance wave

2.0 million IBD events in 5 years at Yemilab 
[Flux uncertainty is negligible. IBD xsec uncertainty is <1%] 
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IsoDAR@Yemilab sensitivity

Global Fit 2019: A. Diaz, C.A. Arguelles, G.H. Collin, J.M. 
Conrad and M.H. Shaevitz, Phys. Rep. 84 1 2020.

Tension With Other Data
• There is tension between 
νµ→νe appearance and 
νµ/νe disappearance 
results


• In the short baseline limit:

!27
M. Dentler et al., JHEP 08, 010 (2018), 1803.10661
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FIG. 7. Appearance versus disappearance data in the plane spanned by the e↵ective mixing angle
sin2 2✓µe ⌘ 4|Ue4Uµ4|2 and the mass squared di↵erence �m

2
41. The blue curves show limits from

the disappearance data sets using free reactor fluxes (solid) or fixed reactor fluxes (dashed), while
the shaded contours are based on the appearance data sets using LSND DaR+DiF (red) and LSND
DaR (pink hatched). All contours are at 99.73% CL for 2 dof.

two additional free parameters.
We would now like to quantify the tension between di↵erent subsets of the global data

that is evident from fig. 5. We first note that combining all data sets we find a goodness-of-fit
for the global best fit point around 65%, see table VI. This good p-value does not reflect the
tension we found because many data points entering the global fit have only little sensitivity
to sterile neutrino oscillations, thus diluting the power of a goodness-of-fit test based on
�
2
/dof.
A more reliable method for quantifying the compatibility of di↵erent data sets is the

parameter goodness-of-fit (PG) test [92], which measures the penalty in �
2 that one has to

pay for combining data sets, see appendix A for a brief review of this test. If the global
neutrino oscillation data were consistent when interpreted in the framework of a 3 + 1
model, any slicing into two statistically independent data sets A and B should result in an
acceptable p-value from the PG test. To illustrate an inconsistency in the data, it is however
su�cient to demonstrate that at least one way of dividing it leads to a poor value. Here,
we choose to split the data into disappearance data encompassing the oscillation channels
(–)

⌫ e !
(–)

⌫ e and
(–)

⌫ µ !
(–)

⌫ µ, and appearance data covering the
(–)

⌫ µ !
(–)

⌫ e channel. Note that
it is important to chose data sets independent of their “result”. For instance, dividing data
into “evidence” and “no-evidence” samples would bias the PG test.

The tension between appearance and disappearance data is shown graphically in fig. 7.
The figure illustrates the lack of overlap between the parameter region favoured by ap-
pearance data (driven by LSND and MiniBooNE) and the strong exclusion limits from
disappearance data. The tension persists independently of whether reactor fluxes are fixed
or kept free, and whether the LSND DaR or DaR+DiF samples are used. The corresponding
results from the PG test are shown in the last two columns of table VI. To evaluate the
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This tension motivates new physics 
explanations for the excess.

Sensitivity considered in a

3+1 oscillation model:

23

Searching for the disappearance wave
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• What is the current landscape for                  ? 

IsoDAR@Yemilab elastic scattering 

2

TABLE I: Summary of published νe− and ν̄e − e scattering cross-section and sin2θW measurements. Unavailable entries are
denoted by “N/A”.

Experiment Eν (MeV) T (MeV) Events [14] Published Cross-Section sin2θW
Accelerator νe :
LAMPF [5] 7 < Eν < 50 7−50 236 [10.0± 1.5± 0.9] · Eν 0.249 ± 0.063

×10−45 cm2

LSND [6] 20 < Eν < 50 20−50 191 [10.1± 1.1± 1.0] · Eν 0.248 ± 0.051
×10−45 cm2

Reactor ν̄e :
Savannah River

1.5 < Eν < 8.0 1.5−3.0 381 [0.87 ± 0.25] · σV −A } 0.29±0.05
Original [7] {

3.0 < Eν < 8.0 3.0−4.5 77 [1.70 ± 0.44] · σV −A

1.5 < Eν < 8.0 1.5−3.0 N/A [1.35 ± 0.4] · σSM } N/A
Re-analysis [13] {

3.0 < Eν < 8.0 3.0−4.5 N/A [2.0 ± 0.5] · σSM

Krasnoyarsk [8] 3.2 < Eν < 8.0 3.2−5.2 N/A [4.5± 2.4] 0.22+0.7
−0.8

×10−46 cm2/fission
Rovno [9] 0.6 < Eν < 8.0 0.6−2.0 41 [1.26 ± 0.62] N/A

×10−44 cm2/fission
MUNU [10] 0.7 < Eν < 8.0 0.7−2.0 68 [1.07 ± 0.34] events/day N/A
TEXONO (This Work) 3.0 < Eν < 8.0 3.0−8.0 414±80±61 [1.08 ± 0.21 ± 0.16] · σSM 0.251 ± 0.031 ± 0.024

ν̄e

ν̄e

e− e−

Z0

ν̄e

e− e−

ν̄e

W−

NC +

CC

FIG. 1: Interactions of ν̄e with electron via the SM-allowed
charged current (CC) and neutral current (NC) channels.
There is in addition interference effect between them.

where the SM νe−e scattering cross-section was used to
extract neutrino oscillation parameters. This process is
among the few of the SM interactions which proceed via
charged current (CC), neutral current (NC) as well as
their interference (Int) [12], as illustrated schematically
in Figure 1. The interference effect in νe−e scattering is
the origin of matter oscillation of solar neutrinos in the
interior of the Sun [1].

The experimental results on νe− and ν̄e − e scattering
are summarized in Table I. Neutrino-electron scattering
was first observed with reactor reactors in the Savannah
River experiment [7]. Re-analysis of the data by a later
work [13] with improved input on the reactor neutrino
spectra and electroweak parameters gave cross-sections
which were about 2σ higher than the SM values. The
discrepancies were interpreted as hints of anomalous neu-
trino interactions. Other subsequent experiments [8–10]
focused on the searches of neutrino magnetic moments
at low recoil energy such that their sensitivities to SM
physics were limited.

A. Electroweak Parameters

The SM differential cross-section in the laboratory
frame for νµ(ν̄µ)−e elastic scattering, where only NC is
involved, is given by [2, 3];

[

dσ

dT
([−]νµe)

]

SM

=
G2

Fme

2π
· [ (gV ± gA)

2

+ (gV ∓ gA)
2
(

1−
T

Eν

)2

− (g2V − g2A)
meT

E2
ν

] , (2)

where GF is the Fermi coupling constant, T is the ki-
netic energy of the recoil electron, Eν is the incident
neutrino energy and gV , gA are, respectively, the vector
and axial-vector coupling constants. The upper(lower)
sign refers to the interactions with νµ(ν̄µ). For νe(ν̄e)−e
scattering, all CC, NC and Int are involved [12], and the
cross-section can be obtained by making the replacement
gV,A → (gV,A + 1). In the case of ν̄e−e which is relevant
for reactor neutrinos,

[

dσ

dT
(ν̄ee)

]

SM

=
G2

Fme

2π
· [ (gV − gA)

2

+ (gV + gA + 2)2
(

1−
T

Eν

)2

− (gV − gA)(gV + gA + 2)
meT

E2
ν

]. (3)

The SM assignments to the coupling constants are:

gV = −
1

2
+ 2 sin2 θW and gA = −

1

2
, (4)
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Measurement of ν̄e-Electron Scattering Cross-Section with a CsI(Tl) Scintillating
Crystal Array at the Kuo-Sheng Nuclear Power Reactor
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The ν̄e − e− elastic scattering cross-section was measured with a CsI(Tl) scintillating crystal
array having a total mass of 187 kg. The detector was exposed to an average reactor ν̄e flux of
6.4× 1012 cm−2s−1 at the Kuo-Sheng Nuclear Power Station. The experimental design, concep-
tual merits, detector hardware, data analysis and background understanding of the experiment are
presented. Using 29882/7369 kg-days of Reactor ON/OFF data, the Standard Model (SM) elec-
troweak interaction was probed at the squared 4-momentum transfer range of Q2 ∼ 3× 10−6 GeV2.
The ratio of experimental to SM cross-sections of ξ = [1.08 ± 0.21(stat) ± 0.16(sys)] was mea-
sured. Constraints on the electroweak parameters (gV , gA) were placed, corresponding to a weak
mixing angle measurement of sin2θW = 0.251 ± 0.031(stat ) ± 0.024(sys). Destructive interference
in the SM ν̄e−e process was verified. Bounds on anomalous neutrino electromagnetic properties
were placed: neutrino magnetic moment at µν̄e < 2.2× 10−10µB and the neutrino charge radius at
−2.1× 10−32 cm2 < 〈r2ν̄e〉 < 3.3× 10−32 cm2, both at 90% confidence level.

PACS numbers: 14.60.Lm, 13.15.+g, 25.30.Pt.

I. INTRODUCTION

The compelling evidence of neutrino oscillations from
the solar, atmospheric as well as long baseline acceler-
ator and reactor neutrino measurements implies finite
neutrino masses and mixings [1]. Their physical origin
and experimental consequences are not fully understood.
Experimental studies on the neutrino properties and in-
teractions are crucial because they can shed light to these
fundamental questions and may provide hints or con-
straints to models on new physics.

We report a study of neutrino-electron scattering us-
ing reactor neutrinos at the Kuo-Sheng Nuclear Power
Station with a CsI(Tl) scintillating crystal array. The
cross-section formulae are summarized in Section II. The
conceptual design, hardware construction and perfor-
mance are presented in Section III, followed by discus-

∗Corresponding Author: htwong@phys.sinica.edu.tw; Tel:+886-2-
2789-9682; FAX:+886-2-2788-9828.

sions on event reconstruction, background understanding
and suppression, as well as experimental systematic ef-
fects. Section VII shows results on the Standard Model
(SM) electroweak physics [2] as well as constraints on
possible neutrino electromagnetic interactions.

II. NEUTRINO-ELECTRON SCATTERING

Neutrino-electron scattering has been studied with sev-
eral generations of experiments at the accelerator using
mostly muon-neutrinos νµ(ν̄µ) [3, 4]. It is a pure lep-
tonic process and therefore provides a clean test to SM.
The typical squared 4-momentum transfer was Q2 ∼
10−2 GeV2 and the electroweak angle sin2θW was probed
to an accuracy of ±3.6%.
Using electron-neutrinos as probe, the interaction

νe(ν̄e) + e− → νe(ν̄e) + e− (1)

has been studied at medium energy accelerators [5, 6]
as well as at the power reactors [7–10]. It is also an
important channel in the detection of solar neutrinos [11]
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⌫ee ! ⌫ee
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IsoDAR@Yemilab would collect about 7,000 events in 5 years  
(with extremely well-known flux and cross section predictions)

Searching for new physics with              <latexit sha1_base64="oaaKgsQqPbQ380dhD9eGaN5S0iU=">AAACGnicbVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekm2AquykwX2u6KblxWsA/olJJJb9vQTDIkGaUM/Q43/oobF4q4Ezf+jem0grYeCBzOuYebe4KIM21c98tZWV1b39jMbGW3d3b39nMHhw0tY0WhTiWXqhUQDZwJqBtmOLQiBSQMODSD0dXUb96B0kyKWzOOoBOSgWB9RomxUjfnFXxp/Wk88UU86QJgX7HB0BCl5D1ecgvdXN4tuinwMvHmJI/mqHVzH35P0jgEYSgnWrc9NzKdhCjDKIdJ1o81RISOyADalgoSgu4k6WkTfGqVHu5LZZ8wOFV/JxISaj0OAzsZEjPUi95U/M9rx6Zf7iRMRLEBQWeL+jHHRuJpT7jHFFDDx5YQqpj9K6ZDogg1ts1sWkKl7FXS2xfJTwmNUtE7L3o3pXz1cl5HBh2jE3SGPHSBquga1VAdUfSAntALenUenWfnzXmfja4488wR+gPn8xsH5aJU</latexit>

⌫ee ! ⌫ee



Sensitivity to the weak mixing angle as a function of background reduction factor compared to KamLAND  
(1.0=no directional reconstruction and identical, mass-scaled backgrounds) 

IsoDAR@Yemilab elastic scattering 

Sensitivity estimate based on procedure in: 
J.M. Conrad, M.H. Shaevitz, I. Shimizu, J. Spitz,  

M. Toups, L. Winslow, PRD 89 072010 (2014) 
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Searching for new physics with              <latexit sha1_base64="oaaKgsQqPbQ380dhD9eGaN5S0iU=">AAACGnicbVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekm2AquykwX2u6KblxWsA/olJJJb9vQTDIkGaUM/Q43/oobF4q4Ezf+jem0grYeCBzOuYebe4KIM21c98tZWV1b39jMbGW3d3b39nMHhw0tY0WhTiWXqhUQDZwJqBtmOLQiBSQMODSD0dXUb96B0kyKWzOOoBOSgWB9RomxUjfnFXxp/Wk88UU86QJgX7HB0BCl5D1ecgvdXN4tuinwMvHmJI/mqHVzH35P0jgEYSgnWrc9NzKdhCjDKIdJ1o81RISOyADalgoSgu4k6WkTfGqVHu5LZZ8wOFV/JxISaj0OAzsZEjPUi95U/M9rx6Zf7iRMRLEBQWeL+jHHRuJpT7jHFFDDx5YQqpj9K6ZDogg1ts1sWkKl7FXS2xfJTwmNUtE7L3o3pXz1cl5HBh2jE3SGPHSBquga1VAdUfSAntALenUenWfnzXmfja4488wR+gPn8xsH5aJU</latexit>

⌫ee ! ⌫ee



IsoDAR@Yemilab elastic scattering 
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<latexit sha1_base64="RuEJbDtFd3A0JuiC6H2WFhjOMSM=">AAACBXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEtdBIvgqiTx1S6EohuXFWwrNLFMptN26GQSZm6EUrpx46+4caGIW//BnX/jNI2g1QOXezjnXmbuCWLOFNj2p5Gbm19YXMovF1ZW19Y3zM2thooSSWidRDySNwFWlDNB68CA05tYUhwGnDaDwcXEb95RqVgkrmEYUz/EPcG6jGDQUtvc9RQTt64HfQq43TyzS+6x48WhXbIPK22zqHsK6y9xMlJEGWpt88PrRCQJqQDCsVItx47BH2EJjHA6LniJojEmA9yjLU0FDqnyR+kVY2tfKx2rG0ldAqxU/bkxwqFSwzDQkyGGvpr1JuJ/XiuBbtkfMREnQAWZPtRNuAWRNYnE6jBJCfChJphIpv9qkT6WmIAOrpCGUCk7lfT2WfIdQsMtOScl9+qoWD3P4sijHbSHDpCDTlEVXaIaqiOC7tEjekYvxoPxZLwab9PRnJHtbKNfMN6/AIKCltw=</latexit>

sin2 ✓W = 0.251± 0.039
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The weak mixing angle from low energy neutrino measurements: a global update
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Taking into account recent theoretical and experimental inputs on reactor fluxes we reconsider

the determination of the weak mixing angle from low energy experiments. We perform a global

analysis to all available neutrino–electron scattering data from reactor antineutrino experiments,

obtaining sin2 θW = 0.252 ± 0.030. We discuss the impact of the new theoretical prediction for the

neutrino spectrum, the new measurement of the reactor antineutrino spectrum by the Daya Bay

collaboration, as well as the effect of radiative corrections. We also reanalyze the measurements of

the νe − e cross section at accelerator experiments including radiative corrections. By combining

reactor and accelerator data we obtain an improved determination for the weak mixing angle,

sin2 θW = 0.254 ± 0.024.

PACS numbers: 13.15.+g ,12.15.-y, 14.60.Lm

I. INTRODUCTION

The weak mixing angle is a fundamental structural parameter of the Standard Model (SM) and it has been measured

with great precision at high energies [1]. At low energies, except for atomic physics measurements [2], its determination

has always been a difficult task, especially in neutrino experiments. On the one hand reactor antineutrino scattering

off electrons reported results indicating a relatively large value of the weak mixing angle [3, 4], without a strong

statistical significance. The importance of a new measurement of this fundamental parameter in the low energy

region has been stressed in various works and several proposals have been discussed in this direction [5–7]. On the

other hand, the interaction of neutrinos with quarks at NuTev energies gave measurements that appeared to be in

disagreement with the SM [8], although a recent evaluation of the sea quark contributions suggests agreement with

the Standard Model predictions [9, 10].

Reactor neutrino experiments have provided a useful tool for measuring antineutrino scattering off electrons over

at least four decades [11] and more recent studies of this process have led to improved measurements [4, 12–14].

On the other hand one expects that new results may be reported in the near future, for instance by the GEMMA

experiment [15] which would help improving the current determinations of the weak mixing angle. Moreover, the

MINERVA Collaboration has reported first neutrino-electron elastic scattering measurement, providing an important

restriction on the relevant neutrino flux, useful to future neutrino beams operating at multi-GeV energies [16].

Recently, a revaluation of the reactor antineutrino energy spectrum [17, 18] has revived the issue of the possible

∗Electronic address: bcorduz@fis.cinvestav.mx
†Electronic address: egarces@fisica.unam.mx
‡Electronic address: OmarMiranda@fis.cinvestav.mx
§Electronic address: mariam@ific.uv.es
¶Electronic address: valle@ific.uv.es, URL: http://astroparticles.es/

Global, all-reactor analysis (PLB 761 450 2016):

World-leading reactor measurement, TEXONO:

Searching for new physics with              <latexit sha1_base64="oaaKgsQqPbQ380dhD9eGaN5S0iU=">AAACGnicbVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekm2AquykwX2u6KblxWsA/olJJJb9vQTDIkGaUM/Q43/oobF4q4Ezf+jem0grYeCBzOuYebe4KIM21c98tZWV1b39jMbGW3d3b39nMHhw0tY0WhTiWXqhUQDZwJqBtmOLQiBSQMODSD0dXUb96B0kyKWzOOoBOSgWB9RomxUjfnFXxp/Wk88UU86QJgX7HB0BCl5D1ecgvdXN4tuinwMvHmJI/mqHVzH35P0jgEYSgnWrc9NzKdhCjDKIdJ1o81RISOyADalgoSgu4k6WkTfGqVHu5LZZ8wOFV/JxISaj0OAzsZEjPUi95U/M9rx6Zf7iRMRLEBQWeL+jHHRuJpT7jHFFDDx5YQqpj9K6ZDogg1ts1sWkKl7FXS2xfJTwmNUtE7L3o3pXz1cl5HBh2jE3SGPHSBquga1VAdUfSAntALenUenWfnzXmfja4488wR+gPn8xsH5aJU</latexit>

⌫ee ! ⌫ee
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The IsoDAR      source (<6.4 MeV>) combined with a kton-scale detector 
would provide world-leading (by an order-of-magnitude) sensitivity to 

short-baseline oscillations and non-standard interactions*.

<latexit sha1_base64="q0luHpzZcB9ugqzUASgApsAouI4=">AAAB+3icbVDNSsNAGNzUv1r/Yj16CbaCp5L0oO2t6MVjBdsKTQib7aZdutkNuxuxhLyKFw+KePVFvPk2btIIWh1YGGa+4ft2gpgSqWz706isrW9sblW3azu7e/sH5mF9KHkiEB4gTrm4C6DElDA8UERRfBcLDKOA4lEwv8r90T0WknB2qxYx9iI4ZSQkCCot+Wa96XLt5/HUZUnm46ZvNuyWXcD6S5ySNECJvm9+uBOOkggzhSiUcuzYsfJSKBRBFGc1N5E4hmgOp3isKYMRll5a3J5Zp1qZWCEX+jFlFerPRAojKRdRoCcjqGZy1cvF/7xxosKOlxIWJwoztFwUJtRS3MqLsCZEYKToQhOIBNG3WmgGBURK11UrSuh2nG7x91XyXcKw3XLOW85Nu9G7LOuogmNwAs6AAy5AD1yDPhgABB7AI3gGL0ZmPBmvxttytGKUmSPwC8b7FxxvlLQ=</latexit>

⌫e

Conclusions

*There are other physics opportunities with an IsoDAR cyclotron as well: 

coherent antineutrino-nucleus scattering, neutrino (rather than antineutrino) scattering studies, and searches for axion-like particles


